What?
ImaBio Young Scientist Network Conference is a scientific event around key topics in bio-imaging organized by PhD students.

For who?
For PhD students and post-docs interested in microscopy techniques used in biology from the nano to macroscale level.

Confirmed invited speakers:
Florence Niedergang, Institut Cochin, Paris
Antoine Coulon, Institut Curie, Paris
Cyril Favard, Institut de Recherche en Infectiologie, Montpellier

Show your work:
15 min talk or poster...Pick one and be creative!

Due to the Covid-19 pandemics, the conference will be partially* ONLINE this year.

But! There still will be presentation & poster contest for valuable prizes and exciting program to follow!

*Pasteurians and keynote speakers can attend the conference in person at Institut Pasteur

More information and the registration link:
https://sites.google.com/view/iysn